
Consultation feedback document:  Craven Way, Barrs Court – review of traffic calming features and implementation of revised scheme 

 

 The consultation took place between Monday 27th July and Monday 24th August 2015.   

 Regular consultees, (including the local bus operator, the emergency services and others), were notified via e-mail.   

 Details were published on the SGC public website and also made available at South Gloucestershire libraries and One Stop Shops.   

 Temporary consultation signs were erected along Craven Way. 

 Letters were sent to 114 local addresses.  
 
In summary, the comments from all respondents were as follows:    

 
Comments expressing support  31 

Comments expressing objection(s) 10 
Other – neither in support or object   9 
Total number of responses  50 
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Consultation results summary

Comments expressing support Comments expressing objection(s) Other - neither in support or object



OBJECTIONS TO THE SCHEME 
 

Objections to the scheme with associated comments are summarised below: 
 

 
Number 

 
Who 

 
Summary comments / reasons 

 

1 Local resident 

 Without the chicane (south of Wraxall Road) – it will be harder for cyclists to turn right off the cycle path 
into Craven Way 

 Speed table needed between Palmers Close & Fountains Drive – cars go too fast at this point 
 Unless they are huge brick built the habitual speeders and boy racers will just speed excessively over the 

tables 

2 Local resident 

 Craven Way does not experience a high volume of speeding drivers so does not require traffic calming 
measures, except by Barrs Court Primary School 

 The current measures may not be very popular but are just as effective in calming traffic as speed bumps, 
possibly more so 

3 Not given 

 Cheaper to block the road off half way along it such the through traffic went along the ring road instead 
 Who would be responsible for vehicular damage incurred in traversing the speed tables at 30mph? 
 Speed tables should include zebra crossings 
 Ripping out the “build outs” and replacing with speed tables will not calm the traffic 

4 Not given  This really is not a priority - speed analysis shows quite reasonable speeds 

5 
South 

Gloucestershire 
resident 

 The vast majority of vehicles travel at about the 30 mph speed limit 
 Low number (2 in 3 years) of injury accidents along this road 
 Why not remove the 'build outs', then look at the speed vehicles travel at? 

6 Not given 

 Refuge crossings are not helpful to registered blind people 
 The current chicane arrangement provides a very narrow piece of road to cross - speed tables would 

actually make things worse 
 As a frequent bus user, speed tables are extremely uncomfortable and slow journeys down - surely 20 

mile an hour speed limits with proper zebra crossings would be more useful? 
 The needs of visually impaired people will always be a minority - I wonder whether a full equalities 

impact assessment has been carried out in relation to the Craven Way proposals? 



 
 
 
 
7 

Local resident 

 Accidents - no evidence of causal link related to vehicle speeds 
 Build outs - road rage is not the fault of the build outs, which is due to driver incompetence and impatience 
 Pedestrian crossings - there is a need for more formal crossing points.  The proposal to incorporate 'tactile 

paving crossing points' into speed tables will prove ineffective, (provide no legal protection or priority to the 
pedestrians) 

 Proposed Speed Tables - these are unnecessary because vehicle speeds are not an issue.  Will cause 
annoyance to residents who will be disturbed as vehicles bump and rattle over them.  Ambulances and 
other emergency vehicles will be impeded 

8 Not given 
 Speed tables are a real problem for people with severe back conditions even when driving slowly 
 Scheme is likely to increase the traffic on Cadbury Heath Road and its junction with Tower Road 

9 Local resident 

 I have never seen anyone exceeding the speed limit, there are too many side turnings, bus stops and 
traffic islands 

 Installing raised tarmac will be an annoyance and we cannot drive anywhere locally without being jolted - 
Stephens Drive is a no go area for my vehicle, even at walking pace 

10 Local resident 

 Speed humps are a major problem for emergency vehicles - discomfort to ambulance passengers, they 
also delay response times 

 Average speed is between 24 -28mph. This is well inside the posted  
 30mph limit, so why do we need new measures? 
 If speeding is a problem, use average speed cameras 

 
 

 
COMMENTS OF SUPPORT 

 
Comments broadly in favour of the scheme were as follows: 
 

 
Number 

 
Who 

 
Summary comments / reasons 

1 Local resident 
 The speed tables and removal of the chicanes is long overdue 
 Sometimes have to wait for 20-30 cars to get through 

2 Local resident 
 I am in fully support of removing the chicanes and introducing full width traffic calming along the whole of 

Craven Way 

3 Local resident 
 Speed tables make a much better solution to keeping traffic to the 30 limit, without forcing sudden slow-

downs or traffic queuing to get through a chicane 

4 
 

Local resident 
 The current situation is unbearable whereby we get stuck in long queues at the ‘chicanes’ at busy times 
 Speed tables will slow drivers down but also keep the traffic moving 



5 
South 

Gloucestershire 
resident 

 A better route for cyclists along Craven Way might encourage people out of their cars and make it safer 
for those who already use it 

6 Local resident 

 The chicane between Stoneleigh Drive and Lacock Drive does not work well (causes sporadic road rage 
and several collisions) 

 Speed tables will be preferred option, especially on the dangerous short stretch between Stephens Drive 
and Stoneleigh Drive 

 Can the bus stop opposite the nursery on the south side of Craven Way be moved back to where it was 
originally, near the junction with Lacock Drive? 

 please ensure that no stopping markings extend to the speed table nearest to Lacock Drive on both sides 
of the road  

7 Not given 
 Build-outs cause unnecessary queuing and consequent 'road rage' behaviour 
 I support the construction of the proposed 6 speed tables - but would ask that care is taken in their design 

so that the angle of the approach ramps is not too severe 

8 Not given 
 Build outs are extremely hostile to cyclists and they do nothing to improve road safety 
 New traffic calming measures should not cause delays, inconvenience, danger or discomfort to cyclists - 

this may involve leaving a suitable gap at each side 

9 Local resident 

 Craven Way is a rat run used when the traffic on the ring road is bad - it is essential that it is calmed to 
make it safe to use and cross 

 The current traffic calming is particularly bad from a cyclist’s point of view - cars will usually give way to 
cycles unless there is a queue, when they usually do not 

10 Local resident 
 At least once a day I witness inappropriate driving, or some road rage – I feel introducing the speed bumps 

would be better 

11 Local resident 
 I have witnessed an ever increasing volume of traffic, more often than not, travelling at speed 
 The current measures are insufficient 

12 
South 

Gloucestershire 
resident 

 The build outs do cause congestion during peak times, changing these to speed tables is welcomed 

13 Local resident 
 The build outs are virtually useless and cause of a lot of hold ups and road rage 
 Put speed ramps right across the road - like on Parkwall Road when you turn right out of the health centre 

14 Not given  The scheme should relieve the traffic congestion at rush hours 

15 Local resident 

 The chicanes are a source of aggravation for many drivers and a continuing nuisance to the nearest 
residents 

 Speed tables will allow motorists to proceed without hindrance, encouraging a slower but consistent 
passage along Craven Way 

16 Not given 
 The build-outs have always caused problems with traffic flow, particularly with the junction of Wraxall Road 

– they are not an effective speed reduction method and just cause aggravation and frustration 



 I am very much in favour of speed tables being used instead 

17 Local resident 

 North of Howes Close I have been caught up in congested traffic during peak times 
 There has been many near misses - with vehicles and passing pedestrians 
 The Wraxall Road junction is a point of road rage drivers when competing to exit onto Craven Way 
 Queuing vehicles waiting to drive through the calming system obstruct the flow of traffic in all directions 

18 Local resident 
 I have experienced road rage incidents several times due to the current chicane set up 
 The proposed work which will help reduce speeds along Craven Way but keep traffic flowing 
 Avoid unnecessarily high bumps as is the case along Stephens Drive 

19 Local resident  I am in favour of the proposal and hope it is implemented in one, single phase – as soon as possible 

20 Local resident 
 Presently these chicanes cause congestion at peak times 
 I hope the proposed tables are not as severe as the ones on Stephens Drive - which are too high and 

badly maintained 

21 Local resident 
 There is endless road rage and high speed at night 
 I would like to see speed bumps to keep speeding at bay and to keep traffic flowing at all times 

22 Local resident 
 I agree with the plans set out on your website 
 The road is not wide enough for a pedestrian refuge - a zebra crossing incorporated into the speed table 

at the Tower Lane end of Craven Way would be a safer proposition 
23 Local resident  Hopefully the scheme will go ahead very soon as living here is like a race track 

24 Local resident 
 Craven way has become “a rat run” not helped by prioritising traffic coming down from the retail area 
 The chicanes have made living in the area very unpleasant, with road rage, horns blaring and abuse a 

frequent occurrence 

25 Not given 

 I would like to give my whole hearted support for doing away with the build outs along craven way, they 
are so dangerous 

 Some of the cars do not slow down when going round them and swerve at speed - my wife who is partially 
sighted, was nearly knocked down by a car 

26 Not given 
 I am writing in support of the proposed traffic calming measures for Craven Way, Barrs Court, as outlined 

in your consultation document 

27 Local resident 

 I agree with the proposals which will allow traffic to flow at a steady speed and not cause the bottlenecks 
the current system creates 

 I would like to see a zebra crossing incorporated into one of the speed tables, ideally at the end closest to 
the ring road 

28 Not given 
 We can see the benefits and safety of these proposals 
 Will the speed tables be wide with gentle slopes - not like those in Stephens Drive which are breaking up 

and cause damage to cars? 

29 Local resident 
 Road rage incidents are a regular occurrence 
 Cars mount up onto the grass verge to bypass the build outs 



30 
Oldland Parish 

Council 
 The Parish Council wishes to support the proposals for traffic calming in Craven Way 
 The proposed 20mph zone around Barrs Court School be restricted to term time only operation 

31 

Avon & 
Somerset 

Constabulary 
(Traffic 

Management) 

 The proposals should meet the aspirations of the Statement of Reasons 

 
 
 
OTHER COMMENTS 
 

Some respondents did not directly indicate either their support or objection to the scheme - miscellaneous comments or queries relating to the scheme 
included the following: 
 

 
Number 

 
Who 

 
Summary comments / reasons 

1 Local resident 

 Who is requesting the traffic calming?  I have lived 20 metres from Craven Way for the last 20 years and 
know of no persons requesting any traffic calming 

 I would recommend clearing the over grown vegetation from the pavements which restricts the width by 
50%....... 

 Restrict 40 tonne lorries from using Craven Way as a short cut to miss out the Ring Road!  There is a 
primary school here!  We also have skip lorries from a local recycling company using this road as a short 
cut 

 Why have you not consulted the residents adjacent to Craven Way, as we are directly affected? 
 What is the success rate of speed tables? 
 Would speed tables increase traffic noise? 
 Would speed tables increase pollution? 
 Existing build outs are a safe area to cross and are regularly used for this - more than existing traffic 

islands! 
 I only know of one death, (close to Stephens Drive) and one suicide, (adjacent to ASDA) 
 Traffic has reduced at weekend day times, due to the congestion at Marsham Way 

2 Not given 
 Is the led lighting really needed?  Could the tables not be positioned within the existing lighting coverage? 
 An extra table within the first 50m of the ASDA end of Craven way would be advantageous 

3 Local resident 
 Could you please tell me what material the speed tables will be made of - will they be tarmac? 
 I would like to know if there is a plan to have one directly opposite my front door 



4 
 

Local resident 
 I support the removal of the priority kerb build outs, and I also support the additional pedestrian crossings 
 I oppose the addition of speed tables on the grounds that these cause an erratic ride for passengers with 

vehicles slowing down and speeding up, and also cause undue wear to suspension components 

5 Local resident 
 I have no objection to the present system 
 Don’t cause any further traffic flow through Johnson Drive and Causley Drive 
 A common sense measure would be speed tables with the 20mph restriction only outside the school 

6 Local resident 

 The proposed speed table closest to Tower Lane is completely unnecessary as you will be slowing down 
or already travelling at a slower speed 

 The sooner the build outs are removed, the better - they do nothing to slow traffic but just cause it to stop 
at two points, neither aiding pedestrians or motorists 

7 Local resident 

 The current traffic calming build outs create unnecessary traffic congestion and encourage you to race 
towards them - to get though them before an oncoming car arrives 

 I oppose the creation of so many speed tables along Craven Way - the extra environmental impact of 
forcing traffic to slow down and then emit pollution regaining speed shouldn't be underestimated 

 Based on the speeds currently achieved,(quoted in the statement of reasons), you are trying to address a 
problem that doesn't exist, (i.e. mean average speeds below 30 mph) 

8 Local resident 
 Whilst I have no objections to the proposed traffic calming of Craven Way, I would like consideration to be 

given to remove the bus stop almost directly opposite Stephens Drive during these works - in my view the 
existing location is in an unsafe position 

9 Not given 

 Can you clarify how the traffic survey was carried out? 
 What organisation carried out the survey? 
 Over what period of time? 
 The date this survey commenced? 
 Are your figures for daily a 24 hour period or 12 hours as per the pedestrian survey? 
 At what location on Craven Way was this survey carried out? 
 At what location or locations was the pedestrian survey carried out? 
 By whom? 
 From what time of day was the 12 hour period commenced from? 
 The date of such survey 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 



FEEDBACK RESPONSE 

 
Replies have been sent to all individual respondents – below is a summary response relating to the key issues arising: 
 

 
 
Proposed speed tables and pedestrian refuge 
 
The purpose of the proposed speed tables is to mitigate against the removal of the traffic calming effects of the existing priority build outs and maintain or 
improve upon the existing compliance with the 30mph speed limit, whilst also providing improved pedestrian crossing facilities.  
 
The proposed speed tables would all be constructed in accordance with the Highways (Road Humps) Regulations 1999, in tarmac with ramps at a gradient 
of 1:15 - which is effective in terms of speed reduction but also offers a more comfortable transition over the table, particularly for bus passengers.  As Craven 
Way is a bus route the proposed tables have a level plateau 8m in length.   
 
Pedestrian desire lines and the location of existing street gullies are factors in the choice of location of the proposed crossing points and ramps.  White 
triangular thermoplastic markings would be installed on all ramps and the proposed table near Bickford Close will have warning signs on both approaches - 
as required by the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions, (as this table will be more than 150m from the adjacent tables and outside the proposed 
20mph speed limit surrounding Barrs Court Primary School).   
 
A speed table has not been proposed between Palmers Close and Fountains Drive as there is already a traffic calming feature here, (in the form of a 1.8m x 
2m pedestrian refuge).  In addition, because of the bend, forward visibility of a speed table at this point would be reduced.  Mean average speeds here are 
27.6mph (northbound) and 27.8mph (southbound) – May 2014.  Elsewhere along Craven Way, speeds are higher than this.  
 
Traffic survey data, (July 2014) indicates that HGVs make up less than 0.5% of vehicle movements along Craven Way – there are no plans to introduce a 
traffic order prohibiting heavier vehicles from using the route.  Although speed tables can create road noise and ground-borne vibration, the design of the 
proposed tables is such that this would be minimised.  At other sites where similar speed tables have been introduced, there is no evidence of significant 
additional noise nuisance.  75mm high speed tables with ramps at 1:15 gradient installed elsewhere in South Gloucestershire have shown significant speed 
reducing effects on general traffic.  When similar speed tables were introduced on North Street, Oldland Common, (outside Sir Bernard Lovell Secondary 
School), this resulted in 85th percentile speeds reducing from 31mph to 20mph.   
 
To obtain a general reduction in emissions, traffic calmed areas require a road design that encourages smooth driving behaviour.  The speed of vehicles at 
the calming feature should be, as far as possible, similar to the speed between the features. The existing build outs are around 500m apart whereas the 
spacing between the proposed speed tables is considerably lower. 
 
 
 



The proposed speed tables will be subject to formal advertisement by the Council’s Legal Services team - at which stage stakeholders have a further 
opportunity to comment on the proposals.  Any objections received at that time will be presented in report form to the PTSE Committee who will then decide 
whether to amend, abandon or progress the scheme unchanged.  The public advertisement of the speed tables is provisionally programmed to take place 
during November 2015. 
 
The crossing area of the proposed pedestrian refuge at the northern end of Craven Way would be in excess of 2m in width at the narrowest point, whilst still 
leaving running lanes for traffic either side of the refuge in excess of 4m. 
 
 
 
 
Speed limit compliance 
 
Concerns have been raised with South Gloucestershire Council regarding inappropriate speeds - particularly towards the northern, (Tower Lane) end of the 
route.  Upon investigation, traffic surveys show that 85% of traffic travels at speeds of 33mph or below.  Whilst the data does not evidence a significant 
speeding problem it is important to ensure the existing level of compliance with the speed limit and relatively good accident record is maintained or improved 
upon into the future.   
 
Currently, mean average speeds on Craven Way are above 24mph.  Where mean speeds exceed 24mph a 20mph speed limit should not be introduced 
unless traffic calming / speed reduction measures are in place, (to ensure the limit becomes ‘self-enforcing’).  Other routes experience mean average speeds 
lower than 24mph and are therefore suitable for a 20mph speed limit through the introduction of speed limit signs only.  Part-time, advisory 20mph speed 
limits operate at some schools where traffic speed and volume is higher than this, although enforceable 20mph limits at appropriate sites would normally be 
in full-time operation – as they can offer road safety benefits to other road users outside of school term times.   
 
It is not proposed to introduce a 20mph speed limit along the full length of Craven Way.  The proposed 20mph speed limit around Barrs Court Primary is 
designed to maximise impact on traffic speeds close to the school site and is a separate scheme which will be subject to formal public advertisement. 
 
As street lighting is present along the length of Craven Way, neither upright 30mph repeater signs nor ‘30’ roundel carriageway markings may be used within 
the area subject to the 30mph speed limit.  (On street lit roads the speed limit is automatically 30mph by virtue of the presence of a system of street lighting 
- unless there are signs / markings to indicate that a different limit is in force).  Repeater signs and markings would be permitted within the proposed 20mph 
speed limit surrounding Barrs Court Primary School.  The proposed Barrs Court Primary 20mph zone reflects a general commitment made in September 
2013, when the Council’s PTSE committee approved a resolution to prioritise the introduction of 20mph speed limits around schools. The resolution was 
supported by an allocation of £50,000 for the 2014/15 Local Transport Capital Programme (LTCP) and a further £132,000 in 2015/16. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Pedestrian crossing facilities 
 
Surveys show there are significant numbers of pedestrians crossing Craven Way, including young children.  However, the crossing movements are not highly 
concentrated at specific points - aside from on the existing zebra crossing close to Asda.  Here there were over 1,100 crossing movements recorded in a 12 
hour period.  This is four or five times higher than the numbers recorded anywhere else along the route.  Although not completely unexpected, this does not 
suggest that pedestrian demand elsewhere would be sufficient to justify the safe introduction of a formal crossing facility.  Low pedestrian numbers can be 
problematic – zebra crossings are safer where the pedestrian demand is relatively consistent.   
 
The proposed speed tables would provide flush pedestrian dropped kerb crossing points at various locations.  The spacing of the proposed speed tables is 
such that, (subject to site conditions and constraints), they perform the dual role of slowing traffic and encouraging pedestrians to cross at these points - 
rather than in the random manner in which they currently cross Craven Way 
 
The feasibility of introducing a zebra crossing close to the Wraxall Road junction has been considered.  There are several potential difficulties with this - the 
controlled area, (of white zig-zag markings), either side of the crossing would prevent any parking either side of the crossing, whilst the existing bus stops 
potentially obstruct forward visibility.  At peak times, a zebra crossing close to the roundabout junction with Tower Lane has the potential to significantly 
disrupt the flow of traffic from the direction of the roundabout – possibly leading to queuing vehicles at this point, (as southbound traffic waits for pedestrians 
to cross over the zebra).   
 
 
 
 
LED lighting 
 
South Gloucestershire Council has an on-going programme to convert existing street lighting to low energy LED lanterns and the proposed scheme on 
Craven Way represents an appropriate opportunity to do so here - as the existing lighting needs to be improved to ensure it meets current standards for 
traffic calming.   
 
The proposed LED lanterns have extremely good light control, their light is directed to the road and their backlight has been reduced to the minimum 
possible.  The light emitted from LEDs is very different compared to the current street lighting lanterns - the focusing technology of LEDs makes sure that 
more of the illumination is usefully directed at the ground, reducing the amount that ‘spills’ out to the sides.  This can make it appear darker outside lit areas.   
 
The lighting design was carried out according to the current British Standard and some existing lamp columns will be reduced from 10m to 8m in height - 
reducing the obtrusive light and the scheme’s energy consumption, (as well as its CO2 footprint), even further. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Relocation of bus stops 
 
Relocation of existing bus stops on Craven Way is beyond the scope of the proposed scheme.  Although South Gloucestershire Council’s public transport 
team have no specific budget for the relocation of bus stops there is modest funding in the Council’s 2015/16 and 2016/17 Capital Programme to make 
general public transport infrastructure improvements within the authority.   
 
The Assess and Decide team has already allocated the 2015/16 budget but the programme for the 2016 /17 allocation will be prepared in consultation with 
the public transport team and all known requests prioritised as appropriate at that time. 
 
 
 
 
Equalities 
 
Individual Equality Impact Assessments are conducted in respect of all highway schemes.  Equalities issues are considered from the outset and issues 
arising are fed into written Equality Impact Assessments.  The Equality Impact Assessments are therefore built up over time and are presented as a full 
assessment to the relevant Committee in order that all equalities issues form a clear part of the decision-making process.  Issues noted will be clearly 
presented within the Equality Impact Assessment in relation to the Craven Way traffic calming proposals. 
 
 
 
 
Parking 
 
Changing the existing parking restrictions on Craven Way is beyond the scope of the proposed scheme.   
 
To introduce any waiting restrictions, (or remove or amend any existing restrictions), would require the making of a Traffic Regulation Order, (or TRO), to 
give the changes legal backing.  A TRO involves a lengthy and costly statutory process including formal consultations with interested parties and public 
advertisement of the proposals.  Any unresolved objections following the public advertisement stage would have to be reported to the Council's Planning, 
Transportation and Strategic Environment Committee and receive approval before a scheme could be introduced on street.  Such a process takes in excess 
of 12 months and would require a funded scheme to be included within the Council’s Capital Programme.   
 
Should parking issues arise following the introduction of these proposals they will be recorded in the normal way and any subsequent measures to address 
them will be subject to the existing prioritisation and approval processes for highway schemes. 
 
 
 



 
 
Highway maintenance 
 
The funding allocation for the traffic calming is £15,000 in 2015/16 for design / consultation and £135,000 in 2016/17 for implementation / construction.  The 
construction of this scheme will be programmed to coincide with planned resurfacing maintenance works along Craven Way in 2016/17.   
 
The works will be co-ordinated as far as possible to take place simultaneously wherever safe to do so, (likely to be around late April 2016).  There will be a 
need to temporarily close Craven Way in order to construct the speed tables.  In order to limit inconvenience to road users the objective will be to minimise 
the overall time taken for the works and achieve as much as possible whilst any closures are in place. 
 
 

 

 

The public advertisement of the speed tables is provisionally programmed to take place during November 2015.  Any objections received at that time will be 
presented in report form to the PTSE Committee who will then decide whether to amend, abandon or progress the scheme unchanged.  Subject to the outcome 

of this process, detailed design and construction is programmed for 2016/17. 

 


